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The theorem in question is 
Theorem 1. Let G be a compact connected Lie group and T be a maximal torus 
of G. Then 
(I) ZG(r) = T. 
(2) G = &&‘Tg. 
The surjectivity of the exponential map exp : g-+ G is an easy consequence 
of (2). 
Known proofs of Theorem 1 rely on deep results in differential geometry or 
topology (c.f. e.g. [l], where Theorem 1 is deduced from the Lefschetz fixed 
point principle). We will deduce Theorem 1 from the following result of Bore1 
and Mostow, [2]: 
Theorem 2. Let 0 be a semi-simple Lie algebra, and A : CJ -+ g be an automorph- 
ism of (1. If {X E g (A(X) = X} = {O,), then B = (0,) 
whose proof is entirely algebraic. Theorem 2 has the following consequences: 
Corollary 2.1. Let fj be a reductive Lie algebra and A : fj ---f lj be an automorph- 
ism of 6. !f{X E fj ) A(X) = X} C n(b), then b is abelian. 
Proof. By definition, h = d(h) @ [h, h], and [h, h] is semi-simple. Since 
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APi w = [fl, bl, we may apply Theorem 2 with g = [fj, h], and conclude that 
[fI,fIl = {Oh). 0 
We denote by K’ the identity component of a compact Lie group K. 
Corollary 2.2. Let H be u cornpucf Lie group andy E H. IJ.ZH(~)’ C Z(H), then 
H’ is ahelian. 
Proof. If X E fj and Ad(y)(X) = X, then yexp(tX)y-’ = exp(tAd(y)X) = 
exp(tX) and exp(tX) E Z,(y)’ C Z(H) for all f E R. Therefore X E n(h). Since 
h is reductive, we may apply Corollary 2.1 with A = Ad(y) and conclude that h 
is abelian. Therefore H’ is abelian. q 
We also use 
Proposition 1. The maximal tori of G are conjugate. 
The proof of Proposition 1 uses only that a continuous function on a com- 
pact set assumes its maximum, cf. e.g. [3], p. 8. 
Definition. Let U be a subtorus of the compact Lie group G. The following 
conditions are easily seen to be equivalent: 
(1) Zc( U)’ is abelian. 
(2) Zo( ZI)’ is a maximal torus of G. 
(3) U is contained in only one maximal torus of G. 
We will say that U is a regular torus in G if U satisfies these conditions. 
Lemma 1. Let G he a compact connected Lie group and y E G. Then Zc(y) 
contains a regular torus of G. 
Proof. Let u be a maximal torus of ZG(~)‘. Set C = Zc(y) ad H = Zc(U). 
We have 
and 
Z&J) = H n Zc(y) = Z,(U) 0 zc(y) = ZG( u) f-~ c = z,(u) 
&,(y)’ = Zc(U)’ = U C Z(H). 
By Coro]lary 2.2, Hi = ZG( U)’ is abelian, so that U is a regular torus of G 
contained in Zc(y). 0 
Since NG( T)’ = T, we may write PIG(T) = U:‘=, w;T where the ~1; are the coset 
representatives of the cosets of NG(T) with respect to T and WI = 1~. Let 
U, = ZT(W;)’ be the identity component of the centralizer of 1~; in T. Note that 
Uj is independant of the choice of coset representative M’,. We may number the IV; 
so that Ut = T, U2, . U, are regular, and U, + I ~ U, + 2. . ! U, are not regular. 
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Lemma 2. With the above notation, G = UT= ’ Ustc xp’iv;Tx. 
Proof. Let y E G. By Lemma 1, Zo(y) contains a regular torus U of G. Then 
Z&J)’ is conjugate to T and we may write Zo( U)’ = XC TX. Since 
y E zG( u) 2 NG(zG( u)‘), we have y E X-‘~v;Tx, for some i. Since the cen- 
tralizer of x_yx- ’ in T contains the regular torus xU.X-‘, we have 1 5 i < r. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 2, 
where the w; are coset representatives of the cosets of NG( T) with respect to T 
such that the centralizer 0; = Z~(l.t’;) of IV; in T is regular, and u” = lo. We will 
show that UvEG x-’ Tx and UiX2 lJYEG x-‘bv;Tx are disjoint: 
Set H = Z,(g)‘. If g E XC’ Tx, then g E XC’ Tx C ZG(g)’ = H. In particular, 
A-’ TX is a maximal torus of H. If also g E y-’ w;Ty with 2 < i < Y, then 
yP’ U;y & H. Then I’- ’ U;y is contained in a maximal torus S of H, and there 
exists h E H such that hk’.uc’Txh = S. Therefore S is a maximal torus of G. 
Since J’-’ Ty is the unique maximal torus of G which contains I’-’ U,y, 
we have k~-‘Ty = S, and g = h-’ h 
dicts g ; J’-‘LviTy. 
g E h-‘.u-‘Txh = S = y-‘Ty. This contra- 
This contradiction shows that UstG x-’ T.u and 
UI= z lJYEG .Y-’ rv;Tx are disjoint. 
The subsets lJYtG x-‘TX and lJIYIl_J_ _, E G .Y-’ I”; Tx are respectively the con- 
tinuous images of the compact sets G x T and G x lJl=, cv;T; they are therefore 
compact and closed. Since lJ,t (;_Y-’ Tx and lJ:=? UUEGr’~~;T.u are closed 
and disjoint, G is connected, and lJrEG.~-’ Tx is non empty, we have 
Ur=2U,tG.~-‘1~iT.~=0, whence(l)and(2). 0 
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